Electron dose profile shaping by modulation of a scanning elementary beam.
The use of multiple high energy electron beams has been limited in the treatment of deep seated tumors. This is principally because of the rapid increase in the physical electron beam penumbra as a result of the rise in large angle scattering with depth in the patient. This decreases the transverse dose gradient between the target volume and sensitive dose limiting structures and diminishes the ability to conform electron isodose lines to the target volume. If the beam is flat in air, then its profile will become progressively more rounded with depth, due to the increase of scatter out of the beam edges. With a scanning elementary electron beam, such as produced by the Microtron MM50, the characteristics of a broad beam profile are determined by the scan pattern. Using an appropriate scan pattern one can create, at any depth within the range of electrons, various dose profiles with the sharpness not exceeding that of the elementary beam. The objective of this work was to study methods that produce the desired electron beam profile at the depth of the target volume, and to derive the surface fluence profile required. Two approaches were explored to modulate the elementary beam distribution: "amplitude modulation" (AM) and "frequency modulation" (FM). We calculated coordinate and intensity distributions of the 25, 40, and 50 MeV elementary beam pulses at the surface that would yield a flat field at various prescribed depths. The results are in good qualitative agreement with iterative deconvolution calculations by Brahme et al. [Acta Radiol. Oncol. 19, 305-319 (1980)]. The scattering penumbra between the 50%-90% isodose lines can be reduced by up to 40% by beam modulation. The modulation should also enable the combination of multiple electron beams so as to achieve the desired conformal isodose profile as is customarily seen with photon beam planning, but with greater normal tissue sparing due to higher electron longitudinal depth--dose gradients. The results can be also used for electron accelerators that do not use a scanning elementary beam.